
VI SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND 
ANOMIE 

UNTIL RECENTLY, and all the m<rre so belo," then, one could 
speak of a marked tendency in psychological and sociological theory to 
attribute the faulty operation of social structures to failures of social con
trol over man's imperious biological drives. The imagery of the relations 
between man and society implied by this doctrine is as clear as it is ques
tionable. In the beginning, there are man's biological impulses which seek 
full expression. And then, there is the social order, essentially an appa
ratus for the management of impulses, for the social processing of 
tensions, for the "renunciation of instinctual gratifications," in the words 
of Freud. Nonconformity with the demands of a social �tructure is thus 
assumed to be anchored in original nature.1 It is the biologically rooted 
impulses which from time to time break through social control. And by 
implication, conformity is the result of an utilitarian calculus or of un
reasoned conditioning. 

With the more recent advancement of social science, this set of con
ceptions has undergone basic modification. For one thing, it no longer 
appears so obvious that man is set against society in an unceasing war 
between biological impulse and social restraint. The image of man as an 
untamed bundle of impulses begins to look more like a caricature than a 
portrait. For another, sociological perspectives have increasingly entered 
into the analysis of behavior deviating from prescribed patterns of con
duct. For whatever the role of biological impulses, there still remains the 
further question of why it is that the frequency of deviant behavior varies 
within different social structures and how it happens that the deviations 
have different shapes and patterns in different social structures. Today, 
as then, we have still much to learn about the processes through which 
social structures generate the circumstances in which infringement of 
social codes constitutes a "normal" (that is to say, an expectable) re-

I. See, for example, S. Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents (passim, and 
esp. at 63); Ernest Jones, Social Aspects of Psychoanalysis (London, 1924 ) 28. If 
the Freudian notion is a variety of the "original sin" doctrine, then the interpretation 
advanced in this paper is a doctrine of "socially derived sin." 
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sponse.2 This chapter is an essay seeking clarification of the problem. 
The framework set out in this essay is designed to provide one sys

tematic approach to the analysis of social and cultural sources of deviant 
behavior. Our primary aim is to discover how some social structures exert 
a definite pressure upon certain persons in the society to engage in non
conforming rather than conforming conduct. If we can locate groups 
peculiarly subject to such pressures, we should expect to find fairly high 
rates of deviant behavior in these groups, not because the human beings 
comprising them are compounded of distinctive biological tendencies 
but because they are responding normally to the social situation in which 
they find themselves. Our perspective is sociological. We look at varia
tions in the rates of deviant behavior, not at its incidence.3 Should our 
quest be at all successful, some forms of deviant behavior will be found 
to be as psychologically normal as conforming behavior, and the equation 
of deviation and psychological abnormality will be put in question. 

PATTERNS OF CULTURAL GOALS AND 

INSTITUTIONAL NORMS 

Among the several elements of social and cultural structures, two are 
of immediate importance. These are analytically separable although they 
merge in concrete situations. The first consists of culturally defined goals, 
purposes and interests, held out as legitimate objectives for all or for 
diversely located members of the society. The goals are more or less 
integrated-the degree is a question of empirical fact-and roughly 
ordered in some hierarchy of value. Involving various degrees of senti
ment and significance, the prevailing goals comprise a frame of aspira-
-

2. "Normal" in the sense of the psychologically expectable, if not culturally ap
proved, response to determinate social conditions. This statement does not, of course, 
deny the role of biological and personality differences in fixing the incidence of 
deviant behavior. It is simply that this is not the problem considered here. It is in 
this same sense, I take it, that James S. Plant speaks of the "normal reaction of nor
mal people to abnormal conditions." See his Personality and the Cultural Pattern 
(New York, 1937) , 248. 

3. The position taken here has been perceptively described by Edward Sapir. 
" ... problems of social science differ from problems of individual behavior in degree 
of specificity, not in kind. Every statement about behavior which throws the em
phasis, explicitly or implicitly, on the actual, integral experiences of defined per
sonalities or types of personalities is a datum of psychology or psychiatry rather than 
of social science. Every statement about behavior which aims, not to be accurate 
about the behavior of an actual individual or individuals or about the expected be
havior of a physically and psychologically defined type of individual, but which 
abstracts from such behavior in order to bring out in clear relief certain expectancies 
with regard to those aspects of individual behavior which various people share, as 
an interpersonal or 'social' pattern, is a datum, however crudely expressed, of social 
science." I have here chosen the second perspective; although I shall have occasion 
to speak of attitudes, values and function, it will be from the standpoint of how the 
social structure promotes or inhibits their appearance in specified types of situations. 
See Sapir, "Why cultural anthropology needs the psychiatrist," Psychiatry, 1938, 1, 
7-12. 
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tional reference. They are the things "worth striving for." They are a 
basic, though not the exclusive, component of what Linton has called 
"designs for group living." And though some, not all, of these cultural 
goals are directly related to the biological drives of man, they are not 
determined by them. 

A second element of the cultural structure defines, regulates and con
trols the acceptable modes of reaching out for these goals. Every social 
group invariably couples its cultural objectives with regulations, rooted 
in the mores or institutions, of allowable procedures for moving toward 
these objectives. These regulatory norms are not necessarily identical 
with technical or efficiency norms. Many procedures which from the 
standpoint of particular individuals would be most efficient in securing 
desired values-the exercise of force, fraud, power-are ruled out of the 
institutional area of permitted conduct. At times, the disallowed pro
cedures include some which would be efficient for the group itself-e.g., 
historic taboos on vivisection, on medical experimentation, on the socio
logical analysis of "sacred" norms-since the criterion of acceptability is 
not technical efficiency but value-laden sentiments (supported by most 
members of the group or by those able to promote these sentiments 
through the composite use of power and propaganda) . In all instances, 
the choice of expedients for striving toward cultural goals is limited by 
institutionalized norms. 

SOciologists often speak of these controls as being "in the mores" or 
as operating through social institutions. Such elliptical statements are 
true enough, but they obscure the fact that culturally standardized prac
tices are not all of a piece. They are subject to a wide gamut of control. 
They may represent definitely prescribed or preferential or permissive or 
proscribed patterns of behavior. In assessing the operation of social con
trols, these variations-roughly indicated by the terms prescription, 
preference, permission and proscription-must of course be taken into 
account. 

To say, moreover, that cultural goals and institutionalized norms 
operate jointly to shape prevailing practices is not to say that they bear 
a constant relation to one another. The cultural emphasis placed upon 
certain goals varies independently of the degree of emphasis upon in
stitutionalized means. There may develop a very heavy, at times a 
virtually exclusive, stress upon the value of particular goals, involving 
comparatively little concern with the institutionally prescribed means 
of striving toward these goals. The limiting case of this type is reached 
when the range of alternative procedures is governed only by technical 
rather than by institutional norms. Any and all procedures which promise 
attainment of the all-important goal would be permitted in this hypo
thetical polar case. This constitutes one type of malintegrated culture. A 
second polar type is found in groups where activities originally conceived 
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as instrumental are transmuted into self-contained practices, lacking 
further objectives. The original purposes are forgotten and close adher
ence to institutionally prescribed conduct becomes a matter of ritual.' 
Sheer conformity becomes a central value. For a time, social stability is 
ensured-at the expense of flexibility. Since the range of alternative 
behaviors permitted by the culture is severely limited, there is little basis 
for adapting to new conditions. There develops a tradition-bound, 'sacred' 
society marked by neophobia. Between these extreme types are societies 
which maintain a rough balance between emphases upon cultural goals 
and institutionalized practices, and these constitute the integrated and 
relatively stable, though changing, societies. 

An effective equilibrium between these two phases of the social struc
ture is maintained so long as satisfactions accrue to individuals conform
ing to both cultural constraints, viz., satisfactions from the achievement 
of goals and satisfactions emerging directly from the institutionally 
canalized modes of striving to attain them. It is reckoned in terms of the 
product and in terms of the process, in terms of the outcome and in terms 
of the activities. Thus continuing satisfactions must derive from sheer 
participation in a competitive order as well as from eclipsing one's com
petitors if the order itself is to be sustained. If concern shifts ex<?lusively 
to the outcome of competition, then those who perenially suffer defeat 
may, understandably enough, work for a change in the rules of the game. 
The sacrifices occasionally-not, as Freud assumed, invariably-entailed 
by conformity to institutional norms must be compensated by socialized 
rewards. The distribution of statuses through competition must be so 
organized that positive incentives for adherence to status obligations are 
provided for every pOsition within the distributive order. Otherwise, as 
will soon become plain, aberrant behavior ensues. It is, indeed, my 
central hypothesis that aberrant behavior may be regarded sociologically 
as a symptom of dissociation between culturally prescribed aspirations 
and socially structured avenues for realizing these aspirations. 

Of the types of societies that result from independent variation of 
cultural goals and institutionalized means, we shall be primarily con
cerned with the first-a society in which there is an exceptionally strong 
emphasis upon specific goals without a corresponding emphasis upon 
institutional procedures. If it is not to be misunderstood, this statement 
must be elaborated. No society lacks norms governing conduct. Hut 
societies do differ in the degree to which the folkways, mores and insti
tutional controls are effectively integrated with the goals which stand 
high in the hierarchy of cultural values. The culture may be such as to 

4. This ritualism may be associated with a mythology which rationalizes these 
practices so that they appear to retain their status as means, but the dominant pres
sure is toward strict ritualistic conformity, irrespective of the mythology. Ritualism 
is thus most complete when such rationalizations are not even called forth. 
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lead individuals to center their emotional convictions upon the complex 
of culturally acclaimed ends, with far less emotional support for pre
scribed methods of reaching out for these ends. With such differential 
emphases upon goals and institutional procedures, the latter may be so 
vitiated by the stress on goals as to have the behavior of many individuals 
limited only by considerations of technical expediency. In this context, 
the sole significant question becomes: Which of the available procedures 
is most efficient in netting the culturally approved value?5 The technically 
most effective procedure, whether culturally legitimate or not, becomes 
typically preferred to institutionally prescribed conduct. As this process 
of attenuation continues, the society becomes unstable and there de
velops what Durkheim called "anomie" (or normlessness).6 

The working of this process eventuating in anomie can be easily 
glimpsed in a series of familiar and instructive, though perhaps trivial, 
episodes. Thus, in competitive athletics, when the aim of victory is shorn 
of its institutional trappings and success becomes construed as "winning 
the game" rather than "winning under the rules of the game," a premium 
is implicitly set upon the use of illegitimate but technically efficient 
means. The star of the opposing football team is surreptitiously slugged; 
the wrestler incapacitates his opponent through ingenious but illicit 
techniques; university alumni covertly subsidize "students" whose talents 
are confined to the athletic field. The emphasis on the goal has so at
tenuated the satisfactions deriving from sheer participation in the com
petitive activity that only a successful outcome provides gratification. 
Through the same process, tension generated by the desire to win in a 
poker game is relieved by successfully dealing one's self four aces or, 
when the cult of success has truly flowered, by sagaciously shuffiing the 
cards in a game of solitaire. The faint twinge of uneasiness in the last 
instance. and the surreptitious nature of public delicts indicate clearly 

5. In this connection, one sees the relevance of Elton Mayo's paraphrase of the 
title of Tawney's well-lmown book. "Actually the problem is not that of the sickness 
of an acquisitive society; it is that of the acquisitiveness of a sick society." Human 
P1'oblems of an Indust1'ial Civilization, 153. Mayo deals with the process through 
which wealth comes to be the basic symbol of social achievement and sees this as 
arising from a state of anomie. My major concern here is with the social conse
quences of a heavy emphasis upon monetary success as a goal in a society which has 
not adapted its structure to the implications of this emphasis. A complete analysis 
would require the simultaneous examination of both processes. 

6. D�kheim's resurrection of the term "anomie" which, so far as I know, first 
appears In approximately the same sense in the late sixteenth century, might well 
become the object of an investigation by a student interested in the historical filiation 
of ideas. Like the term "climate of opinion" brought into academic and political 
popularity by A. N. Whitehead three centuries after it was coined by Joseph Glanvill, 
the word "anomie" (or anomy or anomia) has lately come into frequent use, once 
it was re-introduced by Durkheim. Why the resonance in contemporary society? 
For a magnificent model of the type of research required by questions of this order, 
see Leo Spitzer, "Milieu and Ambiance: an essay in historical semantics," Philosophy 
and Phenomenological Resea1'ch, 1942, 3, 1-42, 169-218. 
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that the institutional rules of the game are known to those who evade 
them. But cultural (or idiosyncratic) exaggeration of the success-goal 
leads men to withdraw emotional support from the rules.T 

This process is of course not restricted to the realm of competitive 
sport, which has simply provided us with microcosmic images of the 
social macrocosm. The process whereby exaltation of the end generates 
a literal demoralization, i.e., a de-institutionalization, of the means occurs 
in many8 groups where the two components of the social structure are 
not highly integrated. 

Contemporary American culture appears to approximate the polar 
type in which great emphasis upon certain success-goals occurs without 
equivalent emphasis upon institutional means. It would of course be 
fanciful to assert that accumulated wealth stands alone as a symbol of 
success just as it would be fanciful to deny that Americans assign it a 
place high in their scale of values. In some large measure, money has 
been consecrated as a value in itself, over and above its expenditure for 
articles of consumption or its use for the enhancement of power. "Money" 
is peculiarly well adapted to become a symbol of prestige. As Simmel 
emphasized, money is highly abstract and impersonal. However acquired, 
fraudulently or institutionally, it can be used to purchase the same goods 
and services. The anonymity of an urban society, in conjunction with 
these peculiarities of money, permits wealth, the sources of which may 
be unknown to the community in which the plutocrat lives or, if known, 
to become purified in the course of time, to serve as a symbol of high 
status. Moreover, in the American Dream there is no final stopping point. 
The measure of "monetary success" is conveniently indefinite and rela
tive. At each income level, as H. F. Clark found, Americans want just 
about twenty-five per cent more (but of course this "just a bit more" 
continues to operate once it is obtained). In this flux of shifting stand
ards, there is no stable resting point, or rather, it is the point which 
manages always to be "just ahead." An observer of a community in which 
annual salaries in six figures are not uncommon, reports the anguished 
words of one victim of the American Dream: "In this town, I'm snubbed 
socially because I only get a thousand a week. That hurts."9 

To say that the goal of monetary success is entrenched in �merican 

7. It appears unlikely that cultural norms, once interiorized, are wholly eliminated. 
Whatever residuum persists will induce personality tensions and conflict, with some 
measure of ambivalence. A manifest rejection of the once-incorporated institutional 
norms will be coupled with some latent retention of their emotional correlates. Guilt 
feelings, a sense of sin, pangs of conscience are diverse terms referring to this un
relieved tension. Symbolic adherence to the nominally repudiated values or rationali
zations for the rejection of these values constitute a more subtle expression of these 
tensions. 

8. "Many," not all, unintegrated groups, for the reason mentioned earlier. In 
groups where the primary emphasis shifts to institutional means, the outcome is 
normally a type of ritualism rather than anomie. 

9. Leo C. Rosten, Hollywood (New York. 1940), 40. 
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culture is only to say that Americans are bombarded on every side by 
precepts which affirm the right or, often, the duty of retaining the goal 
even in the face of repeated frustration. Prestigeful representatives of the 
society reinforce the cultural emphasis. The family, the school and the 
workplace-the major agencies shaping the personality structure and goal 
formation of Americans-join to provide the intensive disciplining re
quired if an individual is to retain intact a goal that remains elusively 
beyond reach, if he is to be motivated by the promise of a gratification 
which is not redeemed. As we shall presently see, parents serve as a 
transmission belt for the values and goals of the groups of which they 
are a part-above all, of their social class or of the class with which they 
identify themselves. And the schools are of course the official agency for 
the passing on of the prevailing values, with a large proportion of the 
textbooks used in city schools implying or stating explicitly "that educa
tion leads to intelligence and consequently to job and money success."lO 
Central to this process of disciplining people to maintain their unfulfilled 
aspirations are the cultural prototypes of success, the living documents 
testifying that the American Dream can be realized if one but has the 
requisite abilities. Consider in this connection the following excerpts 
from the business journal, Nation's Business, drawn from a large amount 
of comparable materials found in mass communications setting forth the 
values of business class culture. 

The Document 
(Nation's Business, Vol. 27, No.8, p. 7) 

'You have to be born to those jobs, 
buddy, or else have a good pull: 

That's an old sedative to ambition. 

Before listening to its seduction, ask 
these men: 

Its Sociological Implications 

Here is a heretical opinion, possibly 
born of continued frustration, which re
jects the worth of retaining an ap
parently unrealizable goal and, moreover, 
questions the legitimacy of a social struc
ture which provides diHerential access 
to this goal. 

The counter-attack, explicitly asserting 
the cultural value of retaining one's 
aspirations intact, of not losing "ambi
tion." 

A clear statement of the function to 
be served by the ensuing list of "suc
cesses." These men are living testimony 
that the social structure is such as to 
permit these aspirations to be achieved, 
if one is worthy. And correlatively, 
failure to reach these goals testifies only 
to one's own personal shortcomings. Ag
gression provoked by failure should 
therefore be directed inward and not 
outward, against oneself and not against 
a social structure which provides free 
and equal access to opportunity. 

10. Malcolm S. MacLean, Scholars, Workers and Gentlemen {Harvard University 
Press, 1938),29. 
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The Document 

Elmer R. Jones, president of Wells
Fargo and Co., who began life as a poor 
boy and left school at the fifth .grade to 
take his first job. 

Frank C. Ball, the Mason fruit jar king 
of America, who rode from Buffalo to 
Muncie, Indiana, in a boxcar along with 
his brother George's horse, to start a 
little business in Muncie that became the 
biggest of its kind. 

J. L. Bevan, president of the Illinois 
Central Railroad, who at twelve was a 
messenger boy in the freight office at 
New Orleans. 

Its Sociological Implications 

Success prototype I: All may properly 
have the same lofty ambitions, for how
ever lowly the starting-point, true talent 
can reach the very heights. Aspirations 
must be retained intact. 

Success prototype II: Whatever the 
present results of one's strivings, the 
future is large with promise; for the 
common man may yet become a king. 
Gratifications may seem forever deferred, 
but they will finally be realized as one's 
enterprise becomes "the biggest of its 
kind." 

Success prototype III: If the secular 
trends of our economy seem to give 
little scope to small business, then one 
may rise within the .giant bureaucracies 
of private enterprise. If one can no 
longer be a king in a realm of his own 
creation, he may at least become a presi
dent in one of the economic democracies. 
No matter what one's present station, 
messenger boy or clerk,-one's gaze should 
be fixed at the top. 

From divers sources there flows a continuing pressure to retain high 
ambition. The exhortational literature is immense, and one can choose 
only at the risk of seeming invidious. Consider only these: The Reverend 
Russell H. Conwell, with his Acres of Diamonds address heard and read 
by hundreds of thousands and his subsequent book, The New Day, or 
Fresh Opportunities: A Book for Young Men; Elbert Hubbard, who de
livered the famous Message to Garcia at Chautauqua forums throughout 
the land; Orison Swett Marden, who, in a stream of books, first set forth 
The Secret of Achievement, praised by college presidents, then explained 
the process of Pushing to the Front, eulogized by President McKinley 
and finally, these democratic testimonials notwithstanding, mapped the 
road to make Every Man a King. The symbolism of a commoner rising 
to the estate of economic royalty is woven deep in the texture of the 
American culture pattern, finding what is perhaps its ultimate expression 
in the words of one who knew whereof he spoke, Andrew Carnegie: "Be 
a king in your dreams. Say to yourself, 'My place is at the top."'l1 

Coupled with this positive emphasis upon the obligation to maintain 
lofty goals is a correlative emphasis upon the penalizing of those who 
draw in their ambitions. Americans are admonished "not to be a quitter" 
for in the dictionary of American culture, as in the lexicon of youth, 

11. Ct. A. W. Griswold, The American Cult of Success ( Yale University doctoral 
dissertation, 1933); R. O. Carlson, "Personality Schools"; A Sociological Analysis, 
(Columbia University Master's Essay, 1948). 
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"there is no such word as 'fail.'" The cultural manifesto is clear: one 
m�st not quit, must not cease striving, must not lessen his goals, for "not 
faIlure, but low aim, is crime." 

Thus the culture enjoins the acceptance of three cultural axioms: 
First, all should strive for the same lofty goals sinGe these are open to 
all; second, present seeming failure is but a way-station to ultimate suc
cess; and third, genuine failure consists only in the lessening or with
drawal of ambition. 

In rough psychological paraphrase, these axioms represent, first, a 
symbolic secondary reinforcement of incentive; second, curbing the 
threatened extinction of a response through an associated stimulus· third 
increasing the motive-strength to evoke continued responses des;ite th� 
continued absence of reward. 

In sociological paraphrase, these axioms represent, first, the deflection 
of criticism of the social structure onto one's self among those so situated 
in the society that they do not have full and equal access to opportunity; 
second, the preservation of a structure of social power by having indi
viduals in the lower social strata identify themselves, not with their 
compe�rs, but ,:"i� those at the top (whom they will ultimately join); 
and thIrd, provIdmg pressures for conformity with the cultural dictates 
of unslackened ambition by the threat of less than full membership in 
the society for those who fail to conform. 

It is in these terms and through these processes that contemporary 
American culture continues to be characterized by a heavy emphasis on 
wealth as a basic symbol of success, without a corresponding emphasis 
upon the legitimate avenues on which to march toward this goal. How 
do individuals living in this cultural context respond? And how do our 
observations bear upon the doctrine that deviant behavior typically de
rives from biological impulses breaking through the restraints imposed 
by culture? What, in short, are the consequences for the behavior of 
people variously situated in a social structure of a culture in which the 
emphasis on dominant success-goals has become increasingly separated 
from an equivalent emphasis on institutionalized procedures for seeking 
these goals? 

TYPES OF INDIVIDUAL ADAPTATION 

Turning from these culture patterns, we now examine types of adapta
tion by individuals within the culture-bearing society. Though our focus 
is still the cultural and social genesis of varying rates and types of 
deviant behavior, our perspective shifts from the plane of patterns of 
cultural values to the plane of types of adaptation to th�se values among 
those occupying different positions in the social structure. 

We here consider five types of adaptation, as these are schematically 
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set out in the following table, where (+) signifies "acceptance," (-) 
signifies "rejection," and (-+-) signifies "rejection of prevailing values and 
substitution of new values." 

A TYPOLOGY OF MODES OF INDIVIDUAL ADAPTATION12 

M odes of Adaptation Culture Goals Institutionalized Means 

I. Conformity + + 
II. Innovation + 

III. Ritualism + 
IV. Retreatism 

V. Rebellion13 -+- -+-

Examination of how the social structure operates to exert pressure 
upon individuals for one or another of these alternative modes of be
havior must be prefaced by the observation that people may shift from 
one alternative to another as they engage in different spheres of social 
activities. These categories refer to role behavior in specific types of 
situations, not to personality. They are types of more or less enduring 
response, not types of personality organization. To consider these types 
of adaptation in several spheres of conduct would introduce a complexity 
unmanageable within the confines of this chapter. For this reason, we 
shall be primarily concerned with economic activity in the broad sense 
of "the production, exchange, distribution and consumption of goods 

12. There is no lack of typologies of alternative modes of response to f�strating 
conditions. Freud, in his Civilization and Its Discontents (p. 30 ff.) supplies one; 
derivative typologies, often differing in basic details, will be found i� K��en Horne�, 
Neurotic Personality of Our Time (New York, 1937); S. RosenzweIg, The expen
mental measurement of types of reaction to frustration," in H. A. Murray et aZ., 
Explorations in Personality (New York, 1938), 585-99; and in the

. 
work o� John 

Dollard Harold Lasswell, Abram Kardiner, Erich Fromm. But particularly In the 
strictly 

'
Freudian typology, the perspective is that of types of individual resl?onses, 

quite apart from tlle place of the individual within the social structure . .DespIte h�r 
consistent concern with "culture," for example, Horney does not explore differences In 

the impact of this culture upon farmer, worker and bu
.
sinessma�, upon lo�er-, mid

dle- and upper-class individuals; upon members of vanous ethnic and raCIal groups, 
etc. 

'
As a result, the role of "inconsistencies in culture" is not l?cated in its differen�al 

impact upon diversely situated groups. Culture be�o��s a kind. of 
.
blanket cove�ng 

all members of the society equally, apart from theIr Idiosyncratic differences of li!e
history. It is a primary assumption of our typ?logy that. these r�sponses occur With 
different frequency within various sub-groups In our

. 
SOCIety preCIsely J:>ecaus� mem

bers of these groups or strata are differentially subJect to cultural stimulation and 
social restraints. This sociological orientation will be found in the writings of Dollard 
and, less systematically, in the work of Fromm, Kardiner and Lasswell. On the 
general point, see note 3 of this chapter. 

13. This fifth alternative is on a plane clearly different from that of the others. 
It represents a transitional response seeking to institutionalize new goals and new 
procedures to be shared by other members of the society. It thus refers to efforts to 
change the existing cultural and social structure rather than to accommodate efforts 
within this structure. 
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and services" in our competitive society, where wealth has taken on a 
highly symbolic cast. 

1. CONFORMITY 

To the extent that a society is stable, adaptation type I-conformity 
to both cultural goals and institutionalized means-is the most common 
and widely diffused. Were this not so, the stability and continuity of the 
society could not be maintained. The mesh of expectancies constituting 
every social order is sustained by the modal behavior of its members 
representing conformity to the established, though perhaps secularly 
changing, culture patterns. It is, in fact, only because behavior is typically 
oriented toward the basic values of the society that we may speak of 
a human aggregate as comprising a society. Unless there is a deposit 
of values shared by interacting individuals, there exist social relations, if the disorderly interactions may be so called, but no society. It is thus 
that, at mid-century, one may refer to a Society of Nations primarily as 
a figure of speech or as an imagined objective, but not as a sociological 
reality. 

Since our primary interest centers on the sources of deviant behavior, 
and since we have briefly examined the mechanisms making for con
formity as the modal response in American society, little more need be 
said regarding this type of adaptation, at this point. 

II. INNOVATION 

Great cultural emphasis upon the success-goal invites this mode of 
adaptation through the use of institutionally proscribed but often effec
tive means of attaining at least the simulacrum of success-wealth and 
power. This response occurs when the individual has assimilated the 
cultural emphasis upon the goal without equally internalizing the insti
tutional' norms governing ways and means for its attainment. 

From the standpoint of psychology, great emotional investment in an 
objective may be expected to produce a readiness to take risks, and this 
attitude may be adopted by people in all social strata. From the stand
point of sociology, the question arises, which features of our social struc
ture predispose toward this type of adaptation, thus producing greater 
frequencies of deviant behavior in one social stratum than in another? 

On the top economic levels, the pressure toward innovation not in
frequently erases the distinction between business-like strivings this side 
of the mores and sharp practices beyond the mores. As Veblen observed, 
"It is not easy in any given case-indeed it is at times impossible until 
the courts have spoken-to say whether it is an instance of praiseworthy 
salesmanship or a penitentiary offense." The history of the great Ameri
can fortunes is threaded with strains toward institutionally dubious 
innovation as is attested by many tributes to the Robber Barons. The 
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reluctant admiration often expressed privately, and not seldom publicly, 

of these "shrewd, smart and successful" men is a product of a cultural 

structure in which the sacrosanct goal virtually consecrates the means. 

This is no new phenomenon. Without assuming that Charles Dickens 

was a wholly accurate observer of the American scene and with full 

knowledge that he was anything but impartial, we cite his perceptive 

remarks on the American 

lQve Qf "smart" dealing: which gilds Qver many a swindle and gross breach 

Qf trust; many a defalcatiQn, public and private; and enables many a knave 

tQ hQld his head up with the best, whQ well deserves a halter . ... The merits 

Qf a brQken speculatiQn, Qr a bankruptcy, Qr Qf a successful sCQundrel, are nQt 

gauged by its Qr his Qbservance Qf the gQlden rule, "DQ as yQU WQuld be 

dQne by," but are cQnsidered with reference tQ their smartness . ... The fQl

lQwing dialQgue I have held a hundred times: "Is it nQt a very disgraceful 

circumstance that such a man as SQ-and-sQ shQuld be acquiring a large prQP

erty by the mQst infamQus and QdiQUS means, and nQtwithstanding all the 

crimes Qf which he has been guilty, shQuld be tQlerated and abetted by yQur 

Citizens? He is a public nuisance, is he nQt?" "Yes, sir." "A cQnvicted liar?" 

"Yes, sir." "He has been kicked and cuffed, and caned?" "Yes, sir." "And he is 

utterly dishQnQrable, debased, and prQfligate?" "Yes, sir." "In the name ef 

wQnder, then, what is his merit?" "Well, sir, he is a smart man." 

In this caricature of conflicting cultural values, Dickens was of course 
only one of many wits who mercilessly probed the consequences of the 
heavy emphasis on financial success. Native wits continued where alien 
wits left off. Artemus Ward satirized the commonplaces of American life 
until they seemed strangely incongruous. The "crackerbox philosophers," 
Bill Arp and Petroleum Volcano [later Vesuvius} Nasby, put wit in the 
service of iconoclasm, breaking the images of public figures with un
concealed pleasure. Josh Billings and his alter ego, Uncle Esek, made 
plain what many could not freely acknowledge, when he observed that 
satisfaction is relative since "most of the happiness in this world konsists 
in possessing what others kant git." All were engaged in exhibiting the 
social functions of tendentious wit, as this was later to be analyzed by 
Freud, in his monograph on Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious, 
using it as "a weapon of attack upon what is great, dignified and mighty, 
[upon} that which is shielded by internal hindrances or external circum
stance against direct disparagement .... " But perhaps most in point here 
was the deployment of wit by Ambrose Bierce in a form which made it 
evident that wit had not cut away from its etymological origins and still 
meant the power by which one knows, learns, or thinks. In his charac
teristically ironical and deep-seeing essay on "crime and its correctives," 
Bierce begins with the observation that "Sociologists have long been 
debating the theory that the impulse to commit crime is a disease, and 
the ayes appear to have it-the disease." After this prelude, he describes 
the ways in which the successful rogue achieves social legitimacy, and 
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proceeds to anatomize the discrepancies between cultural values and 
social relations. 

�e gQQd
. 
American is, as a rule, pretty hard Qn rQguery, but he atQnes 

fQr his austenty by an amiable tQleratiQn Qf rogues. His Qnly requirement is 
that he 

.
must persQnally knQW the rQgues. We all "denQunce" thieves lQudly 

enQugh if we have nQt the hQnQr Qf their acquaintance. If we have why that 
is different-unless they have the actual QdQr Qf the slum Qr the prisQn �bQut 
th�m. �e may knQw t:hem guilty, but we meet them, shake hands with them, 
drink WIth them and, if they happen tQ be wealthy, Qr Qtherwise great, invite 
them tQ Qur hQuses, and deem it an hQnQr tQ frequent theirs. We dQ nQt 
"a�prove th�ir methQds"-l

.
et that be understQQd; and thereby they are suf

fiCIently pumshed .
. 
�e

. 
nQtiQn �t a knave cares a pin what is thQught Qf his 

ways by Qne whQ IS CIVIl and frIendly tQ himself appears tQ have been invented 
by a humQrist. On the vaudeville stage Qf Mars it WQuld probably have made 
his fQrtune. 

[And again:} If sQcial recQgnitiQn were denied tQ rQgues they WQuld be 
fewer by many. SQme w�uld Qnly the mQre diligently CQver their tracks alQng 
the deVIQus paths Qf unnghteQusness, but Qthers WQuld dQ SQ much viQlence 
tQ their cQnsc�ences as tQ renQunce the disadvantages Qf rascality fQr thQse 
Qf a� hQnest life. An unwQrthy perSQn dreads nQthing SQ much as the with
hQlding Qf an �Qnest hand, the slQw, inevitable strQke Qf an ignQring eye. 

We have nch rQgues because we have "respectable" perSQns whQ are nQt 
ashamed tQ take them by the hand, tQ be seen with them, tQ say that they 
knQW the?I' In such it i� treachery tQ censure them; tQ cry Qut when rQbbed 
by them IS tQ turn state s evidence. 

One may smi!e UPQn a rascal (mQst Qf us dQ many times a day) if Qne 
dQes nQt knQW him tQ be a rascal, and has nQt said he is; but knQwing him 
tQ be, �r having said he is, tQ smile UPQn him is tQ be a hypQcrite-just a plain 
hYPQcnte Qr a sycQphantic hypQcrite, accQrding tQ the statiQn in life Qf the 
rascal smiled up €ln. There are mQre plain hypQcrites than sycQphantic Qnes, 
for there are mQre rascals Qf nQ CQnsequence than rich and distinguished Qnes 
thQugh they get few�r smiles each. The American peQple will be plundered 
as lQng as the Amencan character is what it is; as lQng as it is tQlerant Qf 
successful knaves; as lQng as American ingenuity draws an imaginary dis
tinctiQn between a man's public character and his private-his cQmmercial and 
his persQnal. In brief, the American peQple will be plundered as lQng as they 
deserve tQ be plundered. NQ human law can stQP, nQne Qught tQ stQP it, fQr 
that WQuld abrogate a higher and mQre salutary law: "As ye SQW, ye shall 
reap."14 

14. The QbservatiQns by Dickens are frDm his American Notes (in the editiDn 
fDr

. 
example, published in BDStD�: �DD�S, Inc., 1940), 218. A sDciDIDgical analysi; 

w�ch wDuld .be the fDnnal, albeIt mevnably lesser, cDunterpart Df Freud's psychD
IDgical analYSIS Df the functiDns Df tendentiDUS wit and Df tendentiDus wits is IDng 
Dverdue. The dDctDral �ssertatiDn by Jeannette Tandy, thDugh nDt sDciDIDgical in 
charact�, affDrds Dne pDmt Df departure: Crackerbox Philosophers: American Humor 
and Sat�re (New YDrk: CDlumbia University Press, 1925). In Chapter V Df Intel
lec�ual �m,�rica (New �Drk: Macmillan, 1941), apprDpriately entitled "The In
t�lligentsJa, Oscar Cargill has SDme cDmpact DbservatiDns Dn the rDle Df the 

�net�enth century masters Df American wit, but this naturally has Dnly a small place 
ill thiS large bDDk Dn the "march Df American ideas." The essay by Bierce from 
which I ha,ve qUDted at such length will be fDund in The Collected Works of 
Ambrose B�erce (New YQrk and WashingtDn: The Neale Publishing CQmpany, 
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Living in the age in which the American robber barons flourished, 

Bierce could not easily fail to observe what became later known as 

"white-collar crime." Nevertheless, he was aware that not all of these 

large and dramatic departures from institutional norms in the top eco

nomic strata are known, and possibly fewer deviations among the lesser 

middle classes come to light. Sutherland has repeatedly documented the 

prevalence of "white-collar criminality" among business men. He notes, 

further, that many of these crimes were not prosecuted because they 

were not detected or, if detected, because of "the status of the business 

man, the trend away from punishment, and the relatively unorganized 

resentment of the public against white-collar criminals."15 A study of 

some 1,700 prevalently middle-class individuals fou�d that "off the re�ord 

crimes" were common among wholly "respectable members of socIety. 

Ninety-nine per cent of those questioned confessed to having committed 

one or more of 49 offenses under the penal law of the State of New York, 

each of these offenses being sufficiently serious to draw a maximum sen

tence of not less than one year. The mean number of offenses in adult 

years-this excludes all offenses committed before the age of sixteen-:

was 18 for men and 11 for women. Fully 64 % of the men and 29 % of 

the women acknowledged their guilt on one or more counts of felony 

which under the laws of New York is ground for depriving them of all 

rights
' 

of citizenship. One keynote of these findings is expressed
. 

by a 

minister, referring to false statements he made about
" 
a commodI� he 

sold "I tried truth first, but it's not always successful. On the baSIS of 

thes� results, the authors modestly conclude that "the n�mber ot acts 

legally constituting crimes are far in excess of those
. 

offiCially rep0rt;ed. 

Unlawful behavior, far from being an abnormal socIal or psychologICal 
"16 

manifestation is in truth a very common phenomenon. 

But what�ver the differential rates of deviant behavior in the several 

social strata, and we know from many sources that the official crime 

statistics uniformly showing higher rates in the lower strata are far from 

complete or reliable, it appears from our analysis tltat the great�st pr�s

sures toward deviation are exerted upon the lower strata. Cases m pomt 

permit us to detect the sociological mechanisms involved in producing 

1912), volume Xl, 187-198. For what it is worth, I must diller with 
.
the harsh and 

far from justified judgment of Cargill on Bierce; It seems to be le�s a JU�Fe�t 0a� 

the expression of a prejudice which, in Bierce s own unders��ndmg of prejudice, 

is only "a vagrant opinion without visible means of support. . , 

15. E. H. Sutherland, "White collar criminality," op. cit.; "Crime and busmes
,�
: 

Annals American Academy of Political and Social Science, 1941, 217, 112-118; Is 

, hite
' 

collar crime' crime?" American Sociological Review, 1945, 10, 132-139; 

�arshall B. Clinard, The Black Market: A Study of White C,ollar Crime (New 

York: Rinehart & Co., 1952); Donald R. Cressey, Other People s Money: A Study 

in the Social Psychology of Embezzlement (Glencoe
,; 

The Free �r.ess, 1953). 
" 

16. James S. Wallerstein and Clement J. Wyllil, Our law-abIding law-breakers, 

Probation, April, 1947. 
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these pressures. Several researches have shown that specialized areas of 
vice and crime constitute a "nonnal" response to a situation where the 
cultural emphasis upon pecuniary success has been absorbed, but where 
there is little access to conventional and legitimate means for becoming 
successful. The occupational opportunities of people in these areas are 
largely conflned to manual labor and the lesser white-collar jobs. Given 
the American stigmatization of manual labor which has been found to 
hold rather uniformly in all social classesp and the absence of realistic 
opportunities for advancement beyond this level, the result is a marked 
tendency toward deviant behavior. The status of unskilled labor and the 
consequent low income cannot readily compete in terms of established 
standards of worth with the promises of power and high income from 
organized vice, rackets and crime. IS 

For our purposes, these situations exhibit two salient features. First, 
incentives for success are provided by the established values of the 
culture and second, the avenues available for moving toward this goal 
are largely limited by the class structure to those of deviant behavior. It 
is the combination of the cultural emphasis and the social structure which 
produces intense pressure for deviation. Recourse to legitimate channels 
for "getting in the money" is limited by a class structure which is not 
fully open at each level to men of good capacity.19 Despite our persisting 
open-class-ideology,20 advance toward the success-goal is relatively rare 
and notably difficult for those armed with little formal education and 

17. �ational Opinion Rese�ch Center, National Opinion on Occupations, April, 
1�47. This research on the ranking and evaluation of ninety occupations by a nation
Wide sample presents a series of important empirical data. Of great significance is 
their finding that, despite a slight tendency for people to rank their own and related 
occupations higher than do other groups, there is a substantial agreement in ranking 
of occupations among all occupational strata. More researches of this kind are 
needed to map the cultural topography of contemporary societies. (See the com
parative'study of prestige accorded major occupations in six industrialized countries: 
Alex Inkeles and Peter H. Rossi, "National comparisons of occupational prestige" 
American Journal of Sociology, 1956, 61, 329-339.) 

, 

1�. See J�sep� D. Lo�an, "The participant observer in community studies," 
AmeNcan Soc�olog�cal Revww, 1937, 2, 890-98 and William F. Whyte Street Corner 
Society (Chicago, 1943). Note Whyte's conclusions: "It is difficult f�r the Corner
ville man to get onto the ladder [of success], even on the bottom rung .... He is 
an !talian, and th.e It�lians are looked upon by upper-class people as among the least 
deSIrable of the ITnmigrant peoples . . . the society holds out attractive rewards in 
terms of money and material possessions to the 'successful' man. For most Cornerville 
people these rewards are available only through advancement in the world of rackets 
and politics." (273-74.) 

19. Numer�us studies ha,:,e found that the educational pyramid operates to keep 
a lar�� prop?rtion of unquestlOn�bly abl� but economically disadvantaged youth from 
obtammg higher formal education. ThIS fact about our class structure has been 
no�ed with dismay, for ex�mple, by Vannevar Bush in his governmental report, 
Sc�ence: The Endless Frontler. Also, see W. L. Warner, R. J. Havighurst and M. B. 
Loeb, Who Shall Be Educated? (New York, 1944). 

20. The shifting historical role of this ideology is a profitable subject for explora
tion. 
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few economic resources. The dominant pressure leads toward the gradual 
attenuation of legitimate, but by and large ineffectual, strivings and the 
Increasing use of illegitimate, but more or less effective, expedients. 

Of those located in the lower reaches of the social structure, the cul
ture makes incompatible demands. On the one hand, they are asked to 
orient their conduct toward the prospect of large wealth-"Every man a 
king," said Marden and Carnegie and Long-and on the other, they are 
largely denied effective opportunities to do so institutionally. The con
sequence of this structural inconsistency is a high rate of deviant be
havior. The equilibrium between culturally designated ends and means 
becomes highly unstable with progressive emphasis on attaining the 
prestige-laden ends by any means whatsoever. Within this context, Al 
Capone represents the triumph of amoral intelligence over morally pre
scribed "failure," when the channels of vertical mobility are closed or 
narrowed in a society which places a high premium on economic afflu
ence and social ascent for all its members.21 

This last qualification is of central importance. It implies that other 
aspects of the social structure, besides the extreme emphasis on pecuniary 
success must be considered if we are to understand the social sources 
of deviant behavior. A high frequency of deviant behavior is not gen
erated merely by lack of opportunity or by this exaggerated pecuniary 
emphasis. A comparatively rigidified class structure, a caste order, may 
limit opportunities far beyond the point which obtains in American 
society today. It is when a system of cultural values extols, virtually 
above all else, certain common success-goals for the population at large 
while the social structure rigorously restricts or completely closes access 
to approved modes of reaching these goals for a considerable part of the 
same population, that deviant behavior ensues on a large scale. Other
wise said, our egalitarian ideology denies by implication the existence of 
non-competing individuals and groups in the pursuit of pecuniary suo
cess. Instead, the same body of success-symbols is held to apply for all. 
Goals are held to transcend class lines, not to be bounded by them, yet 
the actual social organization is such that there exist class differentials 
in accessibility of the goals. In this setting, a cardinal American virtue, 
"ambition," promotes a cardinal American vice, "deviant behavior." 

This theoretical analysis may help explain the varying correlations 

21. The role of the Negro in this connection raises almost as many theoretical as 
practical questions. It has been reported that large segments of the Negro population 
have assinlilated the dominant caste's values of pecuniary success and social ad
vancement, but have "realistically adjusted" themselves to the "fact" that social 
ascent is presently confined almost entirely to movement within the caste. See Dol
lard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town, 66 if.; Donald Young, American Minority 
Peoples, 581; Robert A. Warner, New Haven Negroes ( New Haven, 1940 ), 234. 
See also the subsequent discussion in this chapter. 
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between crime and poverty.22 "Poverty" is not an isolated variable which 
operates in precisely the same fashion wherever found; it is only one in 
a complex of identifiably interdependent social and cultural variables. 
Poverty as such and consequent limitation of opportunity are not enough 
to produce a conspicuously high rate of criminal behavior. Even the no
torious "poverty in the midst of plenty" will not necessarily lead to this 
result. But when poverty and associated disadvantages in competing for 
the culture values approved for all members of the society are linked 
with a cultural emphasis on pecuniary success as a dominant goal, high 
rates of criminal behavior are the normal outcome. Thus, crude ( and 
not necessarily reliable ) crime statistics suggest that poverty is less highly 
correlated with crime in southeastern Europe than in the United States. 
The economic life-chances of the poor in these European areas would 
seem to be even less promising than in this country, so that neither 
poverty nor its association with limited opportunity is sufficient to ac
count for the varying correlations. However, when we consider the full 
configuration-poverty, limited opportunity and the assignment of cul
tural goals-there appears some basis for explaining the higher correlation 
between poverty and crime in our society than in others where rigidified 
class structure is coupled with differential class symbols of success. 

The victims of this contradiction between the cultural emphasis on 
pecuniary ambition and the social bars to full opportunity are not always 
aware of the structural sources of their thwarted aspirations. To be sure, 
they are often aware of a discrepancy between individual worth and 
social rewards. But they do not necessarily see how this comes about. 
Those who do find its source in the social structure may become alienated 
from that structure and become ready candidates for Adaptation V 
( rebellion ) .  But others, and this appears to include the great majority, 
may attribute their difficulties to more mystical and less sociological 
sources. For as the distinguished classicist and sociologist-in-spite-of
himself, Gilbert Murray, has remarked in this general connection, "The 
best seed-ground for superstition is a society in which the fortunes of 
men seem to bear practically no relation to their merits and efforts. A 
stable an

,
d well-governed society does tend, speaking roughly, to ensure 

that the Virtuous and Industrious Apprentice lihall succeed in life, while 

. 
22 .. T�s analytica� scheme may serve to resolve some of the apparent incon

sistencies m the relation between crinle and economic status mentioned by P. A. 
Sorokin. For example, he notes that "not everywhere nor always do the poor show 
a greater proportion of crinle . . . many poorer countries have had less crinle than 
the richer countries. . . . The economic improvement in the second half of the nine
teenth cen�, al?,d the �eginning of the t",:entieth, has not been followed by a. 

decrease of cr1llle.
. 

See 
.
his .Contemporary Soczological Theories, ( New York, 1928 ) ,  

560-61: The �ru�al pomt I�, however, that low economic status plays a different 
dynamIC role m different SOCial and cultural structures, as is set out in the text. One 
should not, therefore. expect a linear correlation between crime and poverty. 
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the Wicked and Idle Apprentice fails. And in such a society people tend 
to lay stress on the reasonable or visible chains of causation. But in (a 
society suffering from anomie} . . .  , the ordinary virtues of diligence, 
honesty, and kindliness seem to be of little avail."23 And in such a society 
people tend to put stress on mysticism: the workings of Fortune, Chance, 
Luck. 

In point of fact, both the eminently "successful" and the eminently 
"unsuccessful" in our society not infrequently attribute the outcome to 
'1uck." Thus, the prosperous man of business, Julius Rosenwald, declared 
that 95% of the great fortunes were "due to luck."24 And a leading busi
ness journal, in an editorial explaining the social benefits of great indi
vidual wealth, finds it necessary to supplement wisdom with luck as 
the factors accounting for great fortunes : ''When one man through wise 
investments-aided, we'll grant, by good luck in many cases-accumulates 
a few millions, he doesn't thereby take something from the rest of US."25 
In much the same fashion, the worker often explains economic status in 
terms of chance. "The worker sees all about him experienced and skilled 
men with no work to do. If he is in work, he feels lucky. If he is out of 
work he is the victim of hard luck. He can see little relation between , 
worth and consequences."26 

But these references to the workings of chance and luck serve dis
tinctive functions according to whether they are made by those who have 
reached or those who have not reached the culturally emphasized goals. 
For the successful, it is in psychological terms, a disarming expression 
of modesty. It is far removed from any semblance of conceit to say, in 
effect, that one was lucky rather than altogether deserving of one's good 
fortune. In sociological terms, the doctrine of luck as expounded by the 
successful serves the dual function of explaining the frequent dis
crepancy between merit and reward while keeping immune from criti
cism a social structure which allows this discrepancy to become frequent. 

23. Gilbert Murray, Five Stages of Greek Religion ( New York, 1925), 164-� . 
Professor Murray's chapter on "The Failure of Nerve," from which I have taken �s 
excerpt, must surely be ranked among the most civilized and perceptive sociologICal 
analyses in our time. 

24. See the quotation from an interview cited in Gustavus Meyers, History of the 
Great American Fortunes ( New York, 1937), 706. 

25. Nation's Business, Vol. 27, No. 9, pp. 8-9. 
26 . E. W. Bakke, The Unemployed Man ( New York, 1934), p. 14 ( I  have 

supplied the emphasis. )  Bakke hints at the structural sources makin� for
. 

a belief in 
luck among workers. "There is a measure of hopelessness in the SItuation when a 
man knows that most of his good or ill fortune is out of his own control and depends 
on luck." ( Emphasis supplied ) In so far as he is forced to accom�odate. himself

. 
to 

occasionally unpredictable decision
,� of manage

,�
ent, th� ",,:orker �s subject to Job 

insecurities and anxieties: another seed-ground for belief ill destiny, fate, chance; 
It would be instructive to learn if such beliefs become lessened where workers 
organizations reduce the probability that their occupational fate will be out of their 
own hands. 
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For if success is primarily a matter of luck, if it is just in the blind nature 
of things, if it bloweth where it listeth and thou canst not tell whence it 
cometh or whither it goeth, then surely it is beyond control and will 
occur in the same measure whatever the social structure. 

For the unsuccessful and particularly for those among the unsuccess
ful who find little reward for their merit and their effort, the doctrine of 
luck serves the psychological function of enabling them to preserve their 
self-esteem in the face of failure. It may also entail the dysfunction of 
curbing motivation for sustained endeavor.27 SOCiologically, as implied 
by Bakke,28 the doctrine may reHect a failure to comprehend the work
ings of the social and economic system, and may be dysfunctional inas
much as it eliminates the rationale of working for structural changes 
making for greater equities in opportunity and reward. 

This orientation toward chance and risk-taking, accentuated by the 
strain of frustrated aspirations, may help explain the marked interest in 
gambling-an institutionally proscribed or at best permitted rather than 
preferred or prescribed mode of activity-within certain social strata.29 

Among those who do not apply the doctrine of luck to the gulf be
tween merit, effort and reward there may develop an individuated and 
cynical attitude toward the social structure, best exemplified in the cul
tural cliche that "it's not what you know, but who you know, that counts." 

In societies such as our own, then, the great cultural emphasis on 
pecuniary success for all and a social structure which unduly limits 
practical recourse to approved means for many set up a tension toward 
innovative practices which depart from institutional norms. But this form 
of adaptation presupposes that individuals have been imperfectly social
ized so that they abandon institutional means while retaining the success
aspiration. Among those who have fully internalized the institutional 
values, however, a comparable situation is more likely to lead to an 
alternative response in which the goal is abandoned but conformity to 
the mores persists. This type of response calls for further examination. 

III. RITUALISM 

The ritualistic type of adaptation can be readily identified. It involves 
the abandoning or scaling down of the lofty cultural goals of great 
pecuniary success and rapid social mobility to the point where one's 

27. At its extreme, it may invite resignation and routinized activity ( Adaptation 
III) or � fatalistic passivism (Adaptation IV ), of which more presently. 

28. Bakke, op. cit., 14, where he suggests that "the worker knows less about the 
processes which cause him to succeed or have no chance to succeed than business 
or professional people. There are more points, therefore, at which events appear to 
have their incidence in good or ill luck." 

29. Cf. R. A. Warner, New Haven Negroes and Harold F. Gosnell, Negro Poli.
ticians ( Chicago, 1935), 123-5, both of whom comment in this general connection 
on the great interest in "playing the numbers" among less-advantaged Negroes. 
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aspirations can be satisfied. But though one rejects the cultural obliga
tion to attempt "to get ahead in the world," though one draws in one's 
horizons, one continues to abide almost compulsively by institutional 
norms. 

It is something of a terminological quibble to ask whether this repre
sents genuinely deviant behavior. Since the adaptation is, in effect, an 
internal decision and since the overt behavior is institutionally permitted, 
though not culturally preferred, it is not generally considered to repre
sent a social problem. Intimates of individuals making this adaptation 
may pass judgment in terms of prevailing cultural emphases and may 
"feel sorry for them," they may, in the individual case, feel that "old 
Jonesy is certainly in a rut." Whether this is described as deviant be
havior or no, it clearly represents a departure from the cultural model 
in which men are obliged to strive actively, preferably through institu
tionalized procedures, to move onward and upward in the social hier
archy. 

We should expect this type of adaptation to be fairly frequent in a 
society which makes one's social status largely dependent upon one's 
achievements. For, as has so often been observed,30 this ceaseless com
petitive struggle produces acute status anxiety. One device for allaying 
these anxieties is to lower one's level of aspiration-permanently. Fear 
produces inaction, or more accurately, routinized action.31 

The syndrome of the social ritualist is both familiar and instructive. 
His implicit life-philosophy finds expression in a series of cultural cliches: 
''I'm not sticking my neck out," ''I'm playing safe," ''I'm satisfied with 
what I've got," "Don't aim high and you won't be disappointed." The 
theme threaded through these attitudes is that high ambitions invite 
frustration and danger whereas lower aspirations produce satisfaction 
and security. It is a response to a situation which appears threatening 
and excites distrust. It is the attitude implicit among workers who care
fully regulate their output to a constant quota in an industrial organiza
tion where they have occasion to fear that they will 'be noticed" by 
managerial personnel and "something will happen" if their output rises 
and falls.32 It is the perspective. of the frightened employee, the zealously 
conformist bureaucrat in the teller's cage of the private banking enter-

30. See, for example, H. S. Sullivan, "Modern conceptions of psychiatry," Psy
chiatry, 1940, 3, 111-12; Margaret Mead. And Keep Your Powder Dry ( New York, 
1942) , Chapter VII; Merton, Fiske and Curtis, Mass Persuasion, 59-60. 

31. P. Janet, "The fear of action," Journal of Abnormal Psycholpgy, 1921, 16, 
150-60, and the extraordinary discussion by F. L. Wells, "Social maladjustments: 
adaptive regression," op. cit., which bears closely on the type of adaptation examined 
here. 

32. F. J. Roethlisberger and W. J. Dickson, Management and the Worker, 
Chapter 18 and 531 ff.; and on the more general theme, the typically perspicacious 
remarks of Gilbert Murray, op. cit., 138-39. 
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prise or in the front office of the public works enterprise.33 It is, in short, 
the mode of adaptation of individually seeking a private escape from the 
danger� and frustrations which seem to them inherent in the competition 
for major cultural goals by abandoning these goals and clinging all the 
more closely to the safe routines and the institutional norms. 

". 
If w� s�?uld expect lower-class Americans to exhibit Adaptation 11-

mnovation -to the frustrations enjoined by the prevailing emphasis on 
large cultural goals and the fact of small social opportunities, we should 
expect l0w.er-middle class Americans to be heavily represented among 
those making Adaptation III, "ritualism." For it is in the lower middle 
cla

.
ss that parents typically exert continuous pressure upon children to 

abIde by the moral mandates of the society, and where the social climb 
upward is less likely to meet with success than among the upper middle 
class. The strong disciplining for conformity with mores reduces the like
lihood of Adaptation II and promotes the likelihood of Adaptation III. 
Th� s�ve�e training leads many to carry a heavy burden of anxiety. The 
socIahzation patterns of the lower middle class thus promote the very 
character structure most predisposed toward ritualism,34 and it is in this 
stratum, accordingly, that the adaptive pattern III should most often 
occur.85 

33. See the three following chapters. 
34 . . See, for example, Allison Davis and John Dollard, Children of Bondage 

( Washington, 1940) ,  Chapter 12 ( "Child Training and Class" ) which tho gh 't 
�eals with the lower- and lower.-middle �lass patterns of SOCialization amo�g N�gro:s 
1� the Far South, appears applicable, W1th slight modification, to the white popula
tion �s well. On this, see further M. C. Erickson, "Child-rearing and social status " 
�me:zcan Journal of Soci�logy, 1946, 53, 190-92; Allison Davis and R. J. Havighur;t 

SOC1al class and color differences in child-rearing " American Sociologic 1 R . ' 

1946, 11, 69�-710: ": . .  the pivotal meaning of ;ocial class to students 
a

of �=: 
development 1S that 1t defines and systematizes different learning environments f 
children

. 
of different classes." "Generalizing from the evidence presented in �� 

tables, we would say that middle-class children [the authors do not distingu' h 
between lower-middle and upper-middle strata) are subJ'ected earlier and 

1S 

. t tl t th inH hi h 
more con-

S1S en y 0 e uences w c make a child an orderly, conscientious responsible 
and tame pe�son. In �e �ourse of this training middle-class children pr�bably suHe; 
more frustration of therr trnpulses." 

35. This hypothesis still awaits empirical test. Beginnings in this dir cti' h 
b d ·th th "1 1 f . . " 

e on ave 
een rna e W1 . e eve 0 asprration experinlents which explore the deternlin t 

of go�-formation and modification in specific, experimentally devised activi��s
s 

There 1S, however, a major obstacle, not yet surmounted in drawing inferenc s fr 
. 

the labora�ory situation, with i.ts relatively slight ego-�volvement with the
e 

cas�ii 
task-pe�ctl-and-paper mazes, rm�-thro�ing, arithmetical problems, etc.-which will 
be applicable . to the strong emotional mvestment with success-goals in the routines 
of everyday life. Nor have these exper.iments, with their ad hoc group formations, 
been able to reproduce the acute soc1al pressures obtaining in daily life. ( What 
labor.atory �xpertrnent reproduces, for example, the querulous nagging of a modem 
Xantippe:  Th� tr�uble with you is, you've got no ambition; a real man would 0 

out and do things ? )  Among studies with a definite though lim't d 1 
g 

' ll R G Id " " 
1 e  re evance, see 

esp�c1a y . ou , Some soclOlog1cal determinants of goal strivings," Journal of 
Soczal Psychology, 1

.
941, 1�, 461-73; L. Festinger, "Wish, expectation and grou 

standards as factors inHuencmg level of aspiration," Journal of Abnormal and SocJl 
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But we should note again, as at the outset of this chapter, that we are 
here examining modes of adaptation to contradictions in the cultural and 
social structure : we are not focusing on character or personality types. 
Individuals caught up in these contradictions can and do move from one 
type of adaptation to another. Thus it may be conjectured that some 
ritualists, conforming meticulously to the institutional rules, are so 
steeped in the regulations that they become bureaucratic virtuosos, that 
they ove:l-conform precisely because they are subject to guilt engendered 
by previous nonconformity with the rules ( i.e., Adaptation II ) .  And the 
occasional passage from ritualistic adaptation to dramatic kinds of illicit 
adaptation is well-documented in clinical case-histories and often set 
forth in insightful fiction. Defiant outbreaks not infrequently follow upon 
prolonged periods of over-compliance.36 But though the psychodynamic 
mechanisms of this type of adaptation have been fairly well identified 
and linked with patterns of discipline and socialization in the family, 

Psychology, 1942, 37, 184-200. For a resume of researches, see Kurt Lewin et al., 
"Level of Aspiration," in J. McV. Hunt, ed., Personality and the Behavior Disorders 
( New York, 1944), I, Chap. 10. 

The conception of "success" as a ratio between aspiration and achievement 
pursued systematically in the level-of-aspiration experiments has, of course, a long 
history. Gilbert Murray ( op. cit., 138-9) notes the prevalence of this conception 
among the thinkers of fourth century Greece. And in Sartor Resartus, Carlyle ob
serves that "happiness" (gratification) can be represented by a fraction in which the 
numerator represents achievement and the denominator, aspiration. Much the same 
notion is examined by William James ( The Principles of Psychology [New York, 
1902] , I, 310). See also F. L. Wells, op. cit., 879, and P. A. Sorokin, Social and 
Cultural Dynamics (New York, 1937), III, 161-164. The critical question is whether 
this familiar insight can be subjected to rigorous experimentation in which the con
trived laboratory situation adequately reproduces the salient aspects of the real-life 
situation or whether disciplined observation of routines of behavior in everyday life 
will prove the more productive method of inquiry. 

36. In her novel, The Bitter Box (New York, 1946), Eleanor Clark has portrayed 
this process with great sensitivity. The discussion by Erich Fromm, Escape from 
Freedom (New York, 1941), 185-206, may be cited, without implying acceptance 
of his concept of "spontaneity" and "man's inherent tendency toward self-develop
ment." For an example of a sound sociological formulation: "As long as we assume 
. . . that the anal character, as it is typical of the European lower middle class, is 
caused by certain early experiences in connection with defecation, we have hardly 
any data that lead us to understand why a specific class should have an anal social 
character. However, if we understand it as one form of relatedness to others, rooted 
in the character structure and resulting from the experiences with the outside world, 
we have a key for understanding why the whole mode of life of the lower middle 
class, its narrowness, isolation, and hostility, made for the development of this kind 
of character structure." (293-4) For an example of a formulation stemming from a 
kind of latter-day benevolent anarchism here judged as dubious: " . . .  there are also 
certain psychological qualities inherent in man that need to be satisfied. . . . The 
most important seems to be the tendency to grow, to develop and realize potentialities 
which man has developed in the course of history-as, for instance, the faculty of 
creative and critical thinking. . . . It also seems that this general tendency to grow
which is the psychological equivalent of the identical biological tendency-results in 
such specific tendencies as the desire for freedom and the hatred against oppression, 
since freedom is the fundamental condition for any growth." (287-88) 
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much sociological research is still required to explain why these patterns 
are presumably more frequent in certain social strata and groups than 
in others. Our own discussion has merely set out one analytical frame
work for sociological research focused on this problem. 

IV. RETREATISM 

Just as Adaptation I ( conformity ) remains the most frequent, 
Adaptation IV ( the rejection of cultural goals and institutional means ) 
is probably the least common. People who adapt ( or maladapt) in this 
fashion are, strictly speaking, in the society but not of it. Sociologically, 
these constitute the true aliens. Not sharing the common frame of values, 
they can be included as members of the society ( in distinction from the 
population ) only in a fictional sense. 

In this category fall some of the adaptive activities of psychotics, 
autists, pariahs, outcasts, vagrants, vagabonds, tramps, chronic drunkards 
and drug addicts.37 They have relinquished culturally prescribed goals 
and their behavior does not accord with institutional norms. This is not 
to say that in some cases the source of their mode of adaptation is not 
the very social structure which they have in effect repudiated nor that 
their very existence within an area does not constitute a problem for 
members of the society. 

From the standpoint of its sources in the social structure, this mode 
of adaptation is most likely to occur when both the culture goals and 
the institutional practices have been thoroughly assimilated by the in
dividual and imbued with affect and high value, but accessible institu
tional avenues are not productive of success. There results a twofold 
conflict: the interiorized moral obligation for adopting institutional means 
conflicts with pressures to resort to illicit means ( which may attain the 
goal ) and the individual is shut off from means which are both legitimate 
and effective. The competitive order is maintained but the frustrated 
and handicapped individual who cannot cope with this order drops out. 
Defeatism, quietism and resignation are manifested in escape mechanisms 
which ultimately lead him to "escape" from the requirements of the 
society. It is thus an expedient which arises from continued failure to 
near the goal by legitimate measures and from an inability to use the 
illegitimate route because of internalized prohibitions, this process oc
curring while the supreme value of the success-goal has not yet been 
renounced. The conflict is resolved by abandoning both precipitating 

37. Obviously, this is an elliptical statement. These individuals may retain some 
orientation to the values of their own groupings within the larger society or, occasion
ally, to the values of the conventional SOciety itself. They may, in other words, shift 
to other modes of adaptation. But Adaptation IV can be easily detected. Nels Ander
son's account of the behavior and attitudes of the bum, for example, can readily be 
recast !n terms of our analytical scheme. See The Hobo ( Chicago, 1923), 93-98, 
et pasSfm. 
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elements, the goals and the means. The escape is complete, the conflict 
is eliminated and the individual is asocialized. 

In public and ceremonial life, this type of deviant behavior is most 
heartily condemned by conventional representatives of the society. In 
contrast to the conformist, who keeps the wheels of society running, this 

deviant is a non-productive liability; in contrast to the innovator who is 
at least "smart" and actively striving, he sees no value in the success-goal 
which the culture prizes so highly; in contrast to the ritualist who con
forms at least to the mores, he pays scant attention to the institutional 
practices. 

Nor does the society lightly accept these repudiations of its values. 
To do so would be to put these values into question. Those who have 
abandoned the quest for success are relentlessly pursued to their haunts 
by a society insistent upon having all its members orient themselves to 
success-striving. Thus, in the heart of Chicago's Hobohemia are the book 
stalls filled with wares designed to revitalize dead aspirations. 

The Gold Coast Book Store is in the basement of an old residence, built 
back from the street, and now sandwiched between two business blocks. The 
space in front is filled with stalls, and striking placards and posters. 

These posters advertise such books as will arrest the attention of the down
and-out. One reads: " . . .  Men in thousands pass this spot daily, but the 
majority of them are not financially successful. They are never more than two 
jumps ahead of the rent men. Instead of that, they should be more bold and 
daring," "Getting Ahead of the Game," before old age withers them and casts 
them on the junk heap of human wrecks. If you want to escape this evil fate
the fate of the vast majority of men-come in and get a copy of The Law of 
Financial Success. It will put some new ideas in your head, and put you on 
the highroad to success. 35 cents. 

There are always men loitering before its stalls. But they seldom buy. 
Success comes high, even at thirty-five cents, to the hobo.3s 

But if this deviant is condemned in real life, he may become a source 
of gratification in fantasy-life. Thus Kardiner has advanced the specula
tion that such figures in contemporary folklore and popular culture 
bolster "morale and self-esteem by the spectacle of man rejecting current 
ideals and expressing contempt for them." The prototype in the films is 
of course Charlie Chaplin's bum. 

He is Mr. Nobody and is very much aware of his own insignificance. He 
is always the butt of a crazy and bewildering world in which he has no place 
and from which he constantly runs away into a contented do-nothingness. He 
is free from conflict because he has abandoned the quest for security and 
prestige, and is resigned to the lack of any claim to virtue or distinction. [A 
precise characterological portrait of Adaptation IV.} He always becomes in
volved in the world by accident. There he encounters evil and aggression 
against the weak and helpless which he has no power to combat. Yet always, 
in spite of himself, he becomes the champion of the wronged and oppressed, 

38. H. W. Zorbaugh, The Gold Coast and the Slum ( Chicago, 1929) ,  108. 
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not by virtue of his great organizing ability but by virtue of homely and in
solent trickiness by which he seeks out the weakness of the wrongdoer. He 
always remains humble, poor, and lonely, but is contemptuous of the incom
prehensible world and its values. He therefore represents the character of our 
time who is perplexed by the dilemma either of being crushed in the struggle 
to achieve the sociaUy approved goals of success and power (he achieves it 
only once-in The Gold Rush ) or of succumbing to a hopeless resignation and 
flight from them. Charlie's bum is a great comfort in that he gloats in his abil
ity to outwit the pernicious forces aligned against him if he chooses to do so 
and affords every man the satisfaction of feeling that the ultimate flight from 
social goals to loneliness is an act of choice and not a symptom of his defeat. 
Mickey Mouse is a continuation of the Chaplin saga.3D 

This fourth mode of adaptation, then, is that of the SOCially disin
herited who if they have none of the rewards held out by society also 
have few of the frustrations attendant upon continuing to seek these 
rewards. It is, moreover, a privatized rather than a collective mode of 
adaptation. Although people exhibiting this deviant behavior may gravi
tate toward centers where they come into contact with other deviants 
and although they may come to share in the subculture of these deviant 
groups, their adaptations are largely private and isolated rather than 
unified under the aegis of a new cultural code. The type of collective 
adaptation remains to be considered. 

V. REBELLION 

This adaptation leads men outside the environing social structure to 
envisage and seek to bring into being a new, that is to say, a greatly 
modified social structure. It presupposes alienation from reigning goals 
and standards. These come to be regarded as purely arbitrary. And the 
arbitrary is precisely that which can neither exact allegiance nor possess 
legitimacy, for it might as well be otherwise. In our society, organized 
movements for rebellion apparently aim to introduce a social structure 
in which the cultural standards of success would be sharply modified 
and provision would be made for a closer correspondence between merit, 
effort and reward. 

But before examining "rebellion" as a mode of adaptation, we must 
distinguish it from a superficially similar but essentially different type, 
ressentiment. Introduced in a special technical sense, by Nietzsche, the 
concept of ressentiment was taken up and developed sociologically by 
Max Scheler.40 This complex sentiment has three interlocking elements. 

39. Abram Kardiner, The Psychological Frontiers of Society ( New York, 1945), 
369-70. ( Emphases supplied. ) 

40. Max Scheler, L'homme du ressentiment ( Paris, n. d. ) .  This essay first ap
peared in 1912; revised and completed, it was included in Scheler's Abhandlungen 
und Aufsiitze, appearing thereafter in his Vom Umsturz der Werte (1919). The last 
text was used for the French translation. It has had considerable influence in varied 
intellectual circles. For an excellent and well-balanced discussion of Scheler's essay, 
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First, diff use feelings of hate, envy and hostility; second, a sense of being 
powerless to express these feelings actively against the person or social 
stratum evoking them; and third, a continual re-experiencing of this 
impotent hostility.41 The essential point distinguishing ressentiment from 
rebellion is that the former does not involve a genuine change in values. 
Ressentiment in�olves a sour-grapes pattern which asserts merely that 
desired but unattainable objectives do not actually embody the prized 
values-nfter all, the fox in the fable does not say that he abandons all 
taste for sweet grapes; he says only that these particular grapes are not 
sweet. Rebellion, on the other hand, involves a genuine transvaluation, 
where the direct or vicarious experience of frustration leads to full de
nunciation of previously prized values-the rebellious fox simply re
nounces the prevailing taste for sweet grapes. In ressentiment, one con
demns what one secretly craves; in rebellion, one condemns the craving 
itself. But though the two are distinct, organized rebellion may draw 
upon a vast reservoir of the resentful and discontented as institutional 
dislocations become acute. 

When the institutional system is regarded as the barrier to the satis
faction of legitimized goals, the stage is set for rebellion as an adaptive 
response. To pass into organized political action, allegiance must not 
only be withdrawn from the prevailing social structure but must be 
transferred to new groups possessed of a new myth.42 The dual function 
of the myth is to locate the source of large-scale frustrations in the social 
structure and to portray an alternative structure which would not, pre
sumably, give rise to frustration of the deserving. It is a charter for 
action. In this context, the functions of the counter-myth of the conserva
tives-brieHy sketched in an earlier section of this chapter-become fur
ther clarified: whatever the source of mass frustration, it is not to be 
found in the basiC structure of the society. The conservative myth may 
thus assert that these frustrations are in the nature of things and would 
occur in any social system: "Periodic mass unemployment and business 
depressions can't be legislated out of existence; it's just like a person 
who feels good one day and bad the next:'43 Or, if not the doctrine of 

indicating some of its limitations and biasses, the respects in which it prefigured Nazi 
conceptions, its anti-democratic orientation and, withal, its occasionally brilliant in
sights, see V. J. McGill, "Scheler's theory of sympathy and love," Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research, 1942, 2, 273-91. For another critical account which 
properly criticizes Scheler's view that social structure plays only a secondary role in 
ressentiment, see Svend Ranulf, Moral Indignation and Middle-Class Psychology: A 
Sociological Study ( Copenhagen, 1938), 199-204. 

41. Scheler, op. cit., 55-56. No English word fully reproduces the complex of 
elements implied by the word ressentiment; its nearest approximation in German 
would appear to be Groll. 

42. George S. Pettee, The Process of Revolution ( New York, 1938), 8-24; see 
particularly his account of "monopoly of the imagination." 

43. R. S. and H. M. Lynd, Middletown in Transition ( New York, 1937), 408, 
for a series of cultural cliches exemplifying the conservative myth. 
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inevitability, then the doctrine of gradual and slight adjustment : "A few 
changes here and there, and we'll have things running as ship-shape as 
they can possibly be." Or, the doctrine which deHects hostility from the 
social structure onto the individual who is a "failure" since "every man 
really gets what's coming to him in this country." 

The myths of rebellion and of conservatism both work toward a 
"monopoly of the imagination" seeking to denne the situation in such 
terms as to move the frustrate toward or away from Adaptation V. It is 
above all the renegade who, though himself successful, renounces the 
prevailing values that becomes the target of greatest hostility among 
those in rebellion. For he not only puts the values in question, as does 
the out-group, but he signines that the unity of the group is broken.44 
Yet, as has so often been noted, it is typically members of a rising class 
rather than the most depressed strata who organize the resentful and the 
rebellious into a revolutionary group. 

. 

THE STRAIN TOWARD ANOMIE 

The social structure we have examined produces a strain toward 
anomie and deviant behavior. The pressure of such a social order is upon 
outdoing one's competitors. So long as the sentiments supporting this 
competitive system are distributed throughout the entire range of activi
ties and are not connned to the nnal result of "success," the choice of 
means will remain largely within the ambit of institutional control. When, 
however, the cultural emphasis shifts from the satisfactions deriving from 
competition itself to almost exclusive concern with the outcome, the 
resultant stress makes for the breakdown of the regulatory structure. 
With this attenuation of institutional controls, there occurs an approxi
mation to the situation erroneously held by the utilitarian philosophers to 
be typical of society, a situation in which calculations of personal ad
vantage and fear of punishment are the only regulating agencies. 

This strain toward anomie does not operate evenly throughout the 
society. Some eff ort has been made in the present analysis to suggest 
the strata most vulnerable to the pressures for deviant behavior and to 
set forth some of the mechanisms operating to produce those pressures. 
For purposes of simplifying the problem, monetary success was taken 
as the major cultural goal, although there are, of course, alternative goals 
in the repository of common values. The realms of intellectual and artistic 
achievement, for example, provide alternative career patterns which may 
not entail large pecuniary rewards. To the extent that the cultural struc
ture attaches prestige to these alternatives and the social structure per
mits access to them, the system is somewhat stabilized. Potential deviants 
may still conform in terms of these auxiliary sets of values. 

44. See the acute observations by Georg Simmel, Soziologie ( Leipzig, 1908), 
276-77. 
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But the central tendencies toward anomie remain, and it is to these 
that the analytical scheme here set forth calls particular attention. 

THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY 

A final word should be said drawing together the implications scat
tered throughout the foregoing discussion concerning the role played by 
the family in these patterns of deviant behavior. 

It is the family, of course, which is a major transmission belt for the 
diffusion of cultural standards to the oncoming generation. But what has 
until lately been overlooked is that the family largely transmits that por
tion of the culture accessible to the social stratum and groups in which 
the parents find themselves. It is, therefore, a mechanism for disciplining 
the child in terms of the cultural goals and mores characteristic of this 
narrow range of groups. Nor is the socialization confined to direct train
ing and disciplining. The process is, at least in part, inadvertent. Quite 
apart from direct admonitions, rewards and punishments, the child is 
exposed to social prototypes in the witnessed daily behavior and casual 
conversations of parents. Not infrequently, children detect and incor
porate cultural uniformities even when these remain implicit and have 
not been reduced to rules. 

Language patterns provide the most impressive evidence, readily 
observable in clinical fashion, that children, in the process of socializa
tion, detect uniformities which have not been explicitly formulated for 
them by elders or contemporaries and which are not formulated by the 
children themselves. Persistent errors of language among children are 
most instructive. Thus, the child will spontaneously use such words as 
"mouses" or "moneys," even though he has never heard such terms or 
been taught "the rule for forming plurals." Or he will create such words 
as "faIled," "runned," "singed," ''bitted,'' though he has not been taught, 
at the age of three, "rules" of conjugation. Or, he will refer to a choice 
morsel as "gooder" than another less favored, or perhaps through a logi
cal extension, he may describe it as "goodest" of all. Obviously, he has 
detected the implicit paradigms for the expression of plurality, for the 
conjugation of verbs, and the inHection of adjectives. The very nature of 
his error and misapplication of the paradigm testifies to thiS.45 

It may be tentatively inferred, therefore, that he is also busily en
gaged in detecting and acting upon the implicit paradigms of cultural 
evaluation, and categorization of people and things, and the formation of 
estimable goals as well as assimilating the explicit cultural orientation 

45. W. Stem, Psychology of Early Childhood ( New York, 1924),  166, notes the 
fact of such errors ( e.g., "drinked" for "drank"). but does not draw the inferences 
t"egarding the detection of implicit paradigms. 
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set forth in an endless stream of commands, explanations and exhorta
tions by parents. It would appear that in addition to the important re
searches of the depth psychologies on the socialization process, there is 
need for supplementary types of direct observation of culture diffusion 
within the family. It may well be that the child retains the implicit 
paradigm of cultural values detected in the day-by-day behavior of his 
parents even when this conflicts with their explicit advice and exhorta
tions. 

The protection of parental ambitions onto the child is also centrally 
relevant to the subject in hand. As is well known, many parents con
fronted with personal "failure" or limited "success" may mute their 
original goal-emphasis and may defer further efforts to reach the goal, 
attempting to reach it vicariously through their children. "The influence 
may come through the mother or the father. Often it is the case of a 
parent who hopes that the child will attain heights that he or she failed 
t tt · "46 I h o a am. n a recent researc on the social organization of public 
housing developments, we have found among both Negroes and Whites 
on lower occupational levels, a substantial proportion having aspirations 
for a professional career for their children.47 Should this finding be con
firmed by further research it will have large bearing upon the problem 
in hand. For if compensatory projection of parental ambition onto chil
dren is widespread, then it is precisely those parents least able to provide 
free access to opportunity for their children-the "failures" and "frus
trates" -who exert great pressure upon their children for high achieve
ment. And this syndrome of lofty aspirations and limited realistic oppor
tunities, as we have seen, is precisely the pattern which invites deviant 
behavior. This clearly points to the need for investigation focused upon 
occupational goal-formation in the several social strata if the inadvertent 
role of family disciplining in deviant behavior is to be understood from 
the perspectives of Our analytical scheme. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It should be apparent that the foregoing discussion is not pitched on 
a moralistic plane. Whatever the sentiments of the reader concerning 
the moral desirability of coordinating the goals-and-means phases of the 
social structure, it is clear that imperfect coordination of the two leads to 
anomie. In so far as one of the most general functions of social structure 
�s to provide a basis for predictability and regularity of social behavior, 
It becomes increasingly limited in effectiveness as these elements of the 
social structure become dissociated. At the extreme, predictability is mini-

46. H. A. Murr:� et al., Explorations in Personalitu, 307. 
47. From a stu y of the social organization of planned communities by R. K. Merton, Patricia S. West and M. Jahoda, Patterns of Social Life. 
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mized and what may be properly called anomie or cultural chaos super
venes. 

This essay on the structural sources of deviant behavior remains but 
a prelude. It has not included a detailed treatment of the structural 
elements which predispose toward one rather than another of the alterna
tive responses open to individuals living in an ill-balanced social struc
ture; it has largely neglected but not denied the relevance of the social
psychological processes determining the specific incidence of these re
sponses; it has only briefly considered the social functions fulfilled by 
deviant behavior; it has not put the explanatory power of the analytical 
scheme to full empirical test by determining group variations in deviant 
and conformist behavior; it has only touched upon rebellious behavior 
which seeks to refashion the social framework. 

It is suggested that these and related problems may be advantage
ously analyzed by use of this scheme. 




